Minutes of the 19th meeting of ALERC

Extraordinary General Meeting

Tuesday 1st October 2013: 11:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.
Offices of EcoRecord
16 Greenfield Crescent, Edgbaston, Birmingham. B15 3AU
5 minutes walk from Fiveways Railway Station (trains from New street to Fiveways leave every 10 mins
and take 3 minutes) Note that these new offices are around the corner from the previous offices, opposite the sandwich

shop.
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Association of Local Environmental Records Centres
Extraordinary Meeting of Directors
11:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. Tuesday 1st October 2013, Offices of EcoRecord
16, Greenfield Crescent, Edgbaston, Birmingham. B15 3AU

AGENDA
1.
2.

3.

Apologies
Purpose of Extraordinary Meeting
It might be to our benefit if the Directors’ got together to brainstorm the potential way ahead that ALERC
might take given a variety of scenarios. This has been precipitated by a number of issues that are current
and that, potentially, impact on the organisation. We need to have this discussion prior to the conference
because there may well be questions as to ALERC way ahead/future and there needs to be some agreed
answers in place.

Issues for discussion and resolution
a.
b.
c.

Conference (limited to 30 mins)
The change of Chair
Roles of Directors
•
•
•

d.

ANC Post
•

e.
f.

tied in with ANC post

Relationships with external partners/contacts
•

g.

details in EGM brief, Annexe 1 (based on an initiative by MR)

Relationships with ALERC members
•

h.

details in EGM brief, Annexe 1 (value for money, can we show them this at Conference? DS)

Recruiting
•
•
•

i.

How do we recruit the non members?
Do we need a strategy?
How can we ensure current members see benefits of being a member and non members are 2nd class?

ALERC vision
•

4.

details in EGM brief, Annexe 1

Accreditation
•

j.

The work being done to identify the future Chair and Directors’ roles, responsibilities and outputs
details in EGM brief, Annexe 1, (add Company House work to list of portfolios)
“Our current roles” thread initiated by MR and resulting in papers dated 23/8/13 (MR) and 27/9/13 (MW & TF)

What is our vision for ALERC in 3 years and how do we get there

Companies House issues (DS)

Summary of this EGM as proposed by GL
There are 2 items for the agenda:
• 2013 Conference – this is the last time most of the Directors are together in person prior to the conference and a quick update to check all is in place for the day is needed (30 mins max)
• The “ALERC Roadmap” which incorporates all the bullets above (and others I may have missed) (the
rest of the day)
So that’s how I’ve organised the topics above (DS) - this will aid the taking of the Minutes.
Full text of this EGM brief by Gary Lewis in Annexe 1.
Director’s roles paper by Mandy Rudd in Annexes 2 & 3 and Mark Wills + Teresa Frost in Annexes 4 & 5

ALERC 19
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Minutes of the 19th meeting of ALERC
1.
2.

3.

Present: Gary Lewis, Nicky Court, Darwyn Sumner, Tom Hunt, Mark Wills, Tim Corner, Eric Fletcher, Craig
Slawson, Teresa Frost, Mandy Rudd, Martin Horlock
The Chairman (Gary Lewis) declared the meeting open at 11:00

Apologies

Apologies were received from Aisling Carrick, no response from Simon Wood and Alexa Tweddle has now
resigned.

Extraordinary Meeting

Minutes for previous meetings are not dealt with in Extraordinary Meetings.
It is questionable whether these Minutes should be made generally available to members.
For clarity, the list of officers on the inside front cover has been amended to reflect the outcomes of the
meeting, rather than the list we began with, which can be seen in a previous set of Minutes. Similarly the
Registered Office has also been changed (see below)
This meeting arose from the resignation of Gary Lewis (who provided good notice of this intention) and the
need to find a replacement Chair, also Alexa Tweddle has resigned

Issues for discussion & resolution

The meeting was conducted in three parts. The first two, in the presence of Gary Lewis and Tom Hunt, up
to the point where Gary. having resigned, left the meeting. In the third part of the meeting Directors sought
to resolve various necessary issues. For clarity the first part is in green, the second blue and the third in
black.
a.
Conference (limited to 30 mins)
Issues concerning the forthcoming Conference were discussed and resolved. These mainly surrounded the
timing of presentations by out main speakers (many of whom are Directors present at this meeting) and in
particular the “soapbox” topics and their presenters, this being a somewhat open-ended format which, whilst
being highly succesful, inevitably produces worries regarding topics and timing and even after the conference programme has ben sent out to members still requires some attention. Similarly any display material
and other static presentations.
1. DS to circulate Working Groups recruitment sheets

The “ALERC Roadmap”
The following issues were contained in a paper submitted by Gary Lewis (Annexe 1: ALERC EGM Brief
Oct13.doc), these were outlined by him and some discussion occurred. It should be borne in mind that all
email discussions regarding the resolution of the Chair excluded Gary Lewis (at his request) so his paper
was made “in isolation” so to speak and issues therein were modified in the discussions which followed his
departure from the meeting. The responses of the Directors were muted to a slight degree as we were aware
that we would be debating them in detail later. Many of the proposals made by GL found their way into the
main structure of the debate following his departure.
The overall meeting structure was inevitably complex. This section followed the outline in GL’s paper which
was presented and summarised by him, topic titles taken from the paper:
b.
The change of Chair
Contained suggestions regarding time limiting of the post, defining the post of Chair and constructing
portfolios for tasks which are required.
See below

c.

The roles of Chair and Directors
The work being done to identify the future Chair and Directors’ roles, responsibilities and outputs
“Our current roles” thread initiated by MR and resulting in paper (after several revisions) detailed below

Portfolios
Company Secretary and Regional Representatives were added to GL’s list, this subject was later expanded (see below)
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d.

ANC Post
•

Five scenarios were presented:
1.

DEFRA funding in place for FY14/15 and post continues as is

2.
DEFRA funding in place, but late arriving. ALERC funds the interim until funding arrives. How long can ALERC sustain
that?
3.
DEFRA funding in place, but late arriving. Current ANC finds other employment so we have to go through the recruiting
process again.
4.

No DEFRA funding so post ceases 31 Mar 14

5.

ALERC funds post continuation through other means – where from? how much do we need annually?

2. GL will continue to negotiate with Defra over the continued funding of the ANC post
3. See Portfolio “Resources” regarding the seeking of continued funding for ANC post

e.

Accreditation
•

f.

tied in with ANC post

Relationships with external partners/contacts
• details in EGM brief, Annexe 1 (based on an initiative by MR)
• MR made a suggestion regarding Corporate Membership of ALERC - possibly attracting support and resources
from bodies with appropriate objectives.
4. MR - corporate membership concept to be expanded upon in future ALERC meetings

g.

Relationships with ALERC members
•

h.

details in EGM brief, Annexe 1 (value for money, can we show them this at Conference? DS)

Recruiting
•
•
•

i.

How do we recruit the non members?
Do we need a strategy?
How can we ensure current members see benefits of being a member and non members are 2nd class?

ALERC vision
•

What is our vision for ALERC in 3 years and how do we get there

At this time Gary Lewis made his leave, announcing that at this point in time he ceased to be Chair and Director. He was
thanked for his efforts and departed. Tom Hunt also left the meeting.

4.

The Chairless meeting

This section was influenced mainly by the paper developed by several Directors (MR, TF, EF & MW) entitled
“Roles of ALERC Directors and the Chair of the ALERC board” (Roles of ALERC Directors and the Chair of
the ALERC board). The key items for which approval was sought are:
1. Director Role Description
2. Chair Role Description
3. Chair’s tenure set at 2 years
4. Create a Deputy or Vice Chair position.
5. Further development of the Portfolio Holder idea.
Added to this are elements of the GL paper. Note also that issues related to roles and the portfolios are
influenced by the paper developed and circulated by Mandy Rudd in which current roles were analysed
(ALERCBoardRoles_2013)
a.
Redefinition of Chair
On previous occasions no-one had come forward to take up this post, accordingly Directors had attempted to redefine the role by separating out all the duties which GL had accumulated over the years
in the hopes that the post thus redefined might be more appealing.
A proposed definition of the post of Chair had been circulated (ALERC Chair Role Description_v2,
entitled “ALERC Chair Role Description”)
One clear task that had been removed from this definition was that of Line-Managing the ANC post.
This paper was debated and some modifications suggested, DS requested that bullets be numbered
points for ease of cross-referencing in Minutes (thus “Role description” is A and therefore the item

ALERC Minutes 18
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“Set agendas for board meetings” becomes A3 - and so on).
Some small adjustments to the precise wording were debated.
5. MW to tweak and recirculate

b.

c.

d.

6

The meeting wholeheartedly adopted the concept of the post of Vice Chair (this term being preferred
to others). It is to be understood that this is not a “Chair-in-waiting” role. There was some debate
regarding the production of a similar document for the proposed post of Vice Chair but this was not
felt necessary as it simply supported all items in the above.
So, given the following:
1. Defined post of Chair
2. No ANC Line management responsibility to Chair
3. Support of a Vice Chair
4. 2 year tenure
the post was again offered around the table, this time we had two close hits, Nicky Court said “Yes,
if I wasn’t doing treasurer and membership” and Mandy Rudd said she would be interested in a little
while.
Accordingly the post of Treasurer + Membership was about to be offered around the table (Nicky having said that Treasurer was a straightforward task) when it was observed that the Membership task
could be carried out by ANC (MW telephoned TH during the meeting regarding this and confirmed
later that this was agreed).
Eric Fletcher agreed to take on the task of Treasurer
Accordingly, having handed on the tasks of Treasurer to Eric and Membership to Tom, Nicky Court
was elected Chair.
ANC management
This left two important tasks still to be assigned, the Line-Managership of the ANC post (comprising
around 5 meetings per year, only a proportion of which need to be face-to-face) fell to Mark Wills and
the Work Management (i.e. everyday tasks agreed by Directors) would be shared by Mark Wills and
Eric Fletcher. There are some logistical benefits to this arrangement with the current post-holder,
both Eric and Tom are in Cheshire and Mark’s travel from York would be minimal, the majority of the
ANC work is carried out from home (except when carrying out Accreditation tasks).
Tim Corner observed that there were employment regulations that needed to be adhered to concerning
the ANC post since it was due to expire and Tom Hunt’s employment may cease next April.
Roles of Directors + Portfolios
A document (ALERC Director Role Description_v2) had also been circulated entitled “ALERC Director
Role Description”, there were no suggestions regarding any amendments to this document (except
for replacing bullets with numbers as above), largely due to the proposal regarding Portfolios which
had been strongly embraced by the Directors through communications leading up to this meeting
(“Our current roles” materials and questionnaires organised by MR regarding what roles Directors
currently performed)
Starting with the list in GL’s paper, Directors made suggestions regarding these as Teresa Frost
scribbled them down on the board and Mark Wills typed them up. The portfolios were listed and assigned to individual Directors.
MR commented that each Director should have a portfolio.
Details of the portfolios and the Directors to whom they are assigned are attached to these Minutes.
The portfolios will continue to be developed over time.
Companies House issues (DS)
The Registered Address of ALERC would need to be amended as the previous Chair’s address was no
longer appropriate. Darwyn Sumner reminded the meeting that all communications from Companies
House would be sent to that address ONLY regardless of which officer was involved and therefore
the addressee must be prepared to pass such communications on to the appropriate Director.
Eric Fletcher agreed to host the Registered Address - we thought it pretty cool to be based in a
Zoo.
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6. DS to amend Registered Address on Companies House website

e.

5.

DS had recirculated our MAA prior to the meeting. This ensured that all the actions regarding the
election to various posts were not in conflict with Community Interest Company regulations. Many
thanks to Teresa Frost for close scrutiny and checking as we proceeded and to Mark Wills for making
a couple of key fixes to the ALERC website just prior to this meeting.
Election of Directors
Following recent discussions and emails, Adam Rowe (proposed DS, seconded EF, unanimously
voted for) was elected as Director
7. DS to amend Director’s details on Companies House website

Documents associated with these Minutes:

a.
ALERC Roadmap (paper by GL “ALERC EGM Brief Oct13.doc”)
b.
Roles of ALERC Directors and the Chair of the ALERC board (Roles of ALERC Directors and
the Chair of the ALERC board)
c.
ALERC Chair Role Description (ALERC Chair Role Description_v2) - revised version 1.2
d.
ALERC Director Role Description (ALERC Director Role Description_v2) Current roles of
ALERC Directors (ALERCBoardRoles_2013) - revised version 1.2
e.
List of Portfolios (see Annexe)
f.
MMA

6.

Date(s) of next meeting(s)
Next meeting is the AGM (#20) at our Conference at BVSC Birmingham
8. DS to initiate a Doodle for next General Meeting #21 (Late January to early February)

Chairman
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Annexes
Portfolios
Title

Mandate

Description

A

Chair

Company House

2 years

B

Treasurer

Company House

C

Company Secretary

Company House

D

Vice Chair

ALERC

E

Membership

ALERC

F

ANC Line-manager

ALERC

G

ANC Work-manager

ALERC

8

Document

Holder

+ ANC
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